JUN 14-23

Paris Airshow - Special

Our visit to the Paris Airshow, with visits to extra airfields, followed by an extended
tour of the western side of France. Including some interesting museums and
storage areas and a tour of AIRBUS.
FRI 14 Leave the UK in the evening via our sailing to Calais.
SAT 15 Arrive early at PARIS ORLY. We have all morning here, optionally leaving at 11am and driving to
TOUSSOUS, then on to CDG, or leaving at 2pm direct to CDG we check-in to our hotel, the IBIS STYLES,
next to the mound and railway station. Free afternoon to view from the mound, terminals or your hotel room.
SUN 16 We have a free day at CDG, with the option of an afternoon tour to PONTOISE, PERSAN
BEAUMONT and LOGNES - EMERAINVILLE, returning to CDG for the rest of the day.
MON 17 We have a quick circuit of the airport before the short drive to LE BOURGET for the airshow.
As usual we drop at the top of the airport and you can spend the whole day at the show. We leave in the
afternoon via a quick visit to CDG and drive south to our hotel near ORLEANS.
TUE 18 Depart after breakfast for a drive past BRICY airbase, to see the active & stored transport aircraft.
Then it’s on to CHATEAUDUN, to visit the Storage area and the CANOPEE CONSERVATION hangars.
In the afternoon, we stop at LIMOGES, then CLERMONT FERRAND and our overnight hotel.
WED 19 Today we continue with SAINT ETIENNE, LYON BRON, LYON ST EXUPERY, MONTELIMAR
(including the museum), AVIGNON and our overnight hotel at MARSEILLE.
THU 20 We hope for a morning tour of the AIRBUS HELICOPTER FACTORY (as we did in 2015) Then via
NIMES and MONTPELLIER to TOULOUSE. We have an evening PANORAMIQUE ramp tour of the
AIRBUS FACTORY using our own coach. Our evenings hotel is near the terminal and GA area.
FRI 21 A circuit of TLS to note any overnight changes, then over to FRANCAZAL to see the stored ATRS
and A320s. Then we stop at the large storage airport TARBES / LOURDES and then PAU and DAX (with it’s
helicopter museum) Final overnight stop is at BORDEAUX. Our hotel within walking distance of the terminal
SAT 22 From Bordeaux we head north, via COGNAC-PARVAUD, POITIERS, LE PONTREAU and finally
our overnight stop at NANTES (home of a preserved Air France Constellation)
SUN 23 Our last day sees visits to RENNES, CAEN, ROUEN, DIEPE, D’ABBEVILLE and LE TOUQUET.
With our ferry from Calais to Dover, we return late evening.

Price includes TRADE DAY airshow tickets
As we will have several coaches in the area there will be a choice of leaving the
airshow at 1400, 1530 or 1700 and returning to CDG, for extra time there.

It will be possible to fly back from TLS or BOD if you wish

Cost: £599

Deposit: £139

UPGRADE

£159
Double Seat &
Free Hot drinks

Single room: £249

Includes: Luxury Coach transportation, Ferries, Airshow tickets, 8 nights hotel (B&B)

